
Xin Yao resource package

Group number : 4-095

Project members: Alfredo Alexius and Branden Lim only.

Our project is a Xin Yao lesson package website. Through this website, users may

choose from a variety of lessons to learn more about Xin Yao, or learn the tunes of a

few famous Xin Yao songs from or performances.

We feel that Xin Yao is an important part of Singapore history. We want to promote Xin

Yao.

We want our targeted audience to have a deeper understanding of Xin Yao and like Xin

Yao.We want to allow our targeted audience to have more topics to talk with their

parents.

Some existing resources are Wikipedia which gives lengthy information which we feel

that our targeted audience would not like. We would like the resource package to be

short,simple and accurate.

On 30th January, this group did a survey on Xin Yao. Our targeted audience was teens.

Those who took the survey were around 12-14years of age. Only a mere 60% of the

people who did the survey knew what Xin Yao was. What is even worse is the fact that

out of the few people that know Xinyao, majority of them either do not even know the

names of the Xinyao songs they have listened to or have not even listened to Xinyao

before. a measly 33 people out of 58 people could name at least one Xin Yao . Others,

on the other hand would have trouble differentiating校园名歌 and Xinyao.



In February, Alfredo assigned the group on what to do,he said that the group is to move

gradually at a slow pace. The plan for the group was to do a small part every week. The

group agreed. We split the work amongst us based on our strength. As Branden is a

MEP student, we assigned him to do the adaptations of original Xin Yao songs the

group would be performing. We also agreed he would be in charge of teaching simple

Xin Yao pieces for tutorials. As for Hong Wen, he is excellent in doing summaries for

English. We assigned him to do summaries and paraphrasing. Little did we know that

down the road, he was lazy and did copy and paste for every summary we assigned

him. Hong Wen also submits work 6 weeks after the deadline, slowing and delaying our

progress. Due to this, our group leader, Alfredo, is extremely stressed up. For Alfredo,

he is very into music from the 60’s to 80’s. Alfredo has a deeper understanding of Xin

Yao. He was assigned to do lyrics analyses for the songs which would be put in the

resource package. Alfredo was also assigned to inspect and edit the errors made in the

writing of the adaptations of the songs.

In the middle of february, Alfredo called for a project work meeting using google meet to

discuss the group progress. Alfredo set up the google meet and waited for Hong Wen

and Branden to join. Hong Wen and Branden did not respect Alfredo’s time and made



him wait in front of the computer for one hour and did not join the meeting. Alfredo tried

calling them for the whole hour, they did not pick up or inform him if they would be late.

After that one hour, Alfredo closed the google meet and we were not able to discuss our

project work.

For the entire March, Alfredo chased Hong Wen and Branden to submit their work.

Alfredo was waiting to check on their parts to see what can be improved. However,

Hong Wen kept procrastinating. He kept asking for the deadline to be extended.

However, Alfredo noticed that he was not using the extra time to finish up his part.

Alfredo saw that Hong Wen used his time after school to spam status. Hong Wen also

does not submit work to teachers in school. During Lunch, Alfredo usually asks Hong

Wen about his progress. Hong Wen would always play a deaf ear when having group

discussions and meeting up with our mentor. As for Branden, even though he asks for

an extension, he completes it before the extension.

On 7 March, Alfredo wrote an email to Dr Liang Wern Fook asking if we could have an

interview. 2 days later, Dr Liang Wern Fook kindly rejected our interview.





On the night before our first project evaluation,6 April, we had a meeting with our

project mentor. Our project mentor taught us on how to improve our slides. We split the

improvement amongst ourselves. Branden and I completed our part and we had to wait

for Hong wen to complete . It was late at 10pm. Hong Wen asked us to wait for him to

complete his gaming first before he does his part.

By May, the group had been used to Hong Wen submitting his summary late. Hong Wen

used google and searched for the questions assigned to him. He would then extract the

necessary information and do a copy and paste.

In May, we were supposed to have an interview with the principal but it was cancelled.

We shifted it to an online interview in which the principal replied to our interview

questions through email. The group had a discussion the night before the assigned

interview date on the interview questions. We discussed how our questions would be

different from other interviews on Xinyao.





During the June holidays, our group ignored Alfredo’s reminder to submit their individual

part. Alfredo was performing vocals and needed their parts to use it as background

music.

During the last day of the June holiday,27 June, we had a project group call.  We

planned to finish our work at the last minute. Alfredo was already trying to buy time to

complete our project work. Branden and Hong Wen said they wanted to skip the

resource package test.

During August, the group finally started doing the website and the lesson package. We

had our information and worked on the lesson package. Alfredo had done lyric analysis

of popular xinyao songs like 《小人物的心声》and《Kopi-O》. The lesson packages were

split into these few lessons. What is Xinyao and Xinyao’s creation, Importance of Xinyao

and how it is being promoted among the younger generation, Notable Xinyao songs and

our performances of them.

We got the information we needed for online websites like wikipedia and the National

Environment Agency.



From 10-13 August, Branden compiled the music and created the website, whilst

recording another song for the website. One of the videos turned out to be unusable

due to HongWen’s bad playing leading to it unable to sync up to the rest of the group

members’ performing.

On 14 August, Alfredo arranged a project work google meet. The group had agreed to

meet. However, when Alfredo set up the project work meeting, he waited for an hour

and kept calling Branden and Hong Wen. They did not pick up the call nor join the

project work google meet. Alfredo even went to the extent of calling Branden’s house

phone but Branden declined it.

On 15 August, Alfredo carried the group and wrote this written report on his own. He

called his other group members but they did not pick up.

On 16 August, we had a physical meeting with our mentor in which Branden and Alfredo

were present, but Hongwen was not. Branden later edited this written report, only after

the website had been finished.

The following are the responses and ratings of our website.







The results show that a majority of the users were satisfied with our website, with a

couple few that disliked it because of the website’s tendency to lag and/or crash.



Alfredo’s personal reflection: I, Alfredo, feel that the final outcome was not up to what

the group planned. One major limitation was that my project group members kept

procrastinating and it did not help that Hong Wen said that they would rather fail than do

his part. If another group were to improve what my group has done, I strongly believe

that that group would have to be committed for a long and torturous process and have

to balance out their commitment and list of importance. I also feel that if one or few of

the members do not wish to do their work, the group has two choices, let their morale

be down and give up or keep improving. The group should treat the project not as an

exam subject but as a passion if they were to succeed.
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